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**THURSDAY, OCTOBER 20, 2016**

***SENATE SESSION 2:00 PM Senate Chambers***

**Voting Session:**

A793 [Andreatzczak, Bob/Land, R. Bruce+2], Aquaculture proj.—application process

A1256 [Carr/Martini/Singleton, Troy+1], Sch. nurse certifications—concerns


A1946 [Coughlin, Craig J./Lampit/Pamela R.+6], Cyber-harassment—domestic viol. statute

A2519 [DeAngelio, Wayne P./Holley, Janel C.+6], Amber, Silver Alert—thru social media

A3348 [Diegnan, Pat./Wolf, David W.+5], Sch. fac.—concerns—security

A3349 [Diegnan, Pat./Wolf, David W.+5], Sch. security training—concerns

A3662 [Schaer, Gary S./Carr/Martini], Rosa-Bonilla Family Act—carbon monoxide

A3744 [McKeon, John F./Vainieri Huttle/Velz+7], Addiction prog.—law enforcement assisted

A3748 [DeAngelio, Wayne P./Eastburn, Tim+11], Registry for vet org.—DMVA create

ACR14 [Tucker, Cleopatra G./Andrzejczak, Bob+20], Vets.—receive med. svc’s at non-VA fac.

AJR23 [Andreatzczak, Bob/Land, R. Bruce], Shuck, Sic, and Slurp Weekend—October

AJR24 [Andreatzak, Bob/Houghtaling, Eric+3], Aquaculture—important St. econ. driver

AJR25 [Land, R. Bruce/Andreatzczak, Bob], Del. Bayshore-recog special significance

AJR72 [Gove, D/Anne C./Rumpf, Brian E.+3], Constitution wk.—desig. Sept 17 thru 23

AJR98 [Space, Parker/Talatare/Adam+J+6], Native Plant Appreciation Mo.—desig June

B46 [Bucco, Anthony R./Sweeney, Stephen M.+19], Sch. security—estab class three officers

S152 [Madden, Fred H./Greenstein, Linda R.], Ammunition, penetrate body armor—proh.

S227 [Holzapfel, James W.+2], Native vegetation—concerns

S316 [Van Drew, Jeff/Connors, Christopher J.+1], Aquaculture—application process

S384 [Barnes, Peter J./Greenstein, Linda R.], Inmates, prescription meds—fac. prov.

S452 [Sacco, Nicholas J.], Emission control equip.—concerns

S591 [Cunningham, Sandra B./Codye, Richard J.+5], College cost info.—prov. students

S601 [Cunningham, Sandra B./Vitale, Joseph F.+4], Work First NJ

S604 [Cunningham, Sandra B./Stack, Brian P.+2], Coll. student loans—cert. student

S656 [Turner, Shirley K./Kyrillos, Joseph M.+1], Foundation for NJ Hall of Fame—desig.

S682 [Rice, Ronald L.], Pub. off.—estab. database w/cert. info.

S743 [Beach, James/Sarlo, Paul A.+13], Student loans, cert.—forgive

S790 [Sarlo, Paul A./Toole, Kevin J.+1], Correction officers—req. police training

S975 [Weinberg, Loretta/Stack, Brian P.], Med Exam Bd—conduct internal crim check

S979 [Weinberg, Loretta/Kean, Thomas H.+1], Pub. emp. health care benf—coverage—elig

S1152 [Greenstein, Linda R./Barnes, Peter J.], Amber, Silver Alert thru social media

S1257 [Vitale, Joseph F./Allen, Diane B.+1], Cyber-harassment—domestic viol. statute

S1381 [Bateman, Christine][1], Sch. nurse certifications—concerns

S1474 [Ruiz, M. Teresa], Student w/disab.—req teacher prepar. prog

S2115 [Beach, James/Cruz—Perez, Nilsa+2], Registry for vet org.—DMVA create

S2156 [Weinberg, Loretta/Vitale, Joseph F.+1], Prescrip. medications—concerns

S2321 [Oroho, Steven V.], Excessive price incr—concerns st of emerg

S2323 [Turner, Shirley K.], Teacher—concerns instructional cert.

S2338 [Whelan, Jim/Stack, Brian P.], Bus. incentive prog.—concerns elg.

S2347 [Rice, Ronald L./Ruiz, M. Teresa], Payroll tax—cert. mun. impose

S2374 [Weinberg, Loretta/Codey, Nellie+1], Rosa-Bonilla Family Act—carbon monoxide

S2375 [Sarlo, Paul A./Kyrillos, Joseph M.], Foundation for NJ Hall of Fame—concerns

S2404 [Rice, Ronald L.], Athletic coach, re-emp.—incr. comp.

S2414 [Scutari, Nicholas P.], Massage & Bodywork Therapist Act—revises

---

**SENATE SESSION (continued)**

S2438 [Diegnan, Pat./Addiego, Dawn Marie], Sch. security—concerns

S2439 [Diegnan, Pat./Addiego, Dawn Marie], Sch. fac.—concerns

S2469 [Sweeney, Stephen M./Rice, Ronald L.+2], Person’s death, police custody—concerns

S2508 [Lesniak, Raymond J./Cruz—Perez, Nilsa], Noyse’s Law—proh. cert. animal acts

S2510 [Cunningham, Sandra B./Kean, Thomas H.+1], Coll. loan, disqual.—defaulted collection practice

S2526 [Diegnan, Pat./Thompson, Samuel D.], Trooper Anthony A. Raspa Mem.

S2573 [Cunningham, Sandra B./Singer, Robert W.+2], Coll. loan—income—reimbursement

S2574 [Sweeney, Stephen M./Whelan, Jim+1], Casino lic applicant—disabilities cert.

S2577 [Cunningham, Sandra B./Ruiz, M. Teresa+3], Higher Ed Student Auth—transparency

S2578 [Cunningham, Sandra B./Pou, Nellie+2], College Loans St. Sts. Students—revises

SCR23 [Van Drew, Jeff/Beach, James+2], Vets.—receive med. svc’s at non-VA fac.

SCR117 [Weinberg, Loretta/Gill, Nia H.], Handgun carry permits—proh. rule

SJR14 [Van Drew, Jeff], Del. Bayshore-recog special significance

SJR30 [Van Drew, Jeff], Shuck, Sic, and Slurp Weekend—October

SJR31 [Bucco, Anthony R.+1], Constitution wk.—desig. Sept 17 thru 23

SJR36 [Van Drew, Jeff/Connors, Christopher J.], Aquaculture—important St. econ. driver

SJR40 [Ruiz, M. Teresa/Turner, Shirley K.], Paraprof Sch Related Personnel Day

SJR80 [Weinberg, Loretta], Knock Out Opioid Abuse Day—desig.

SR36 [Van Drew, Jeff/Oroho, Steven V.+1], Vet., cert.—estab. benf from reward money

SR49 [Gordon, Robert M.], Bergen Loop option—urges inclusion

SR52 [Van Drew, Jeff], NJ products-St. fac. entities purch

SR64 [Allen, Diane B./Beach, James+2], Tanker plane/KC-46A-McGuire—Lakehurst

SR66 [Whelan, Jim/Turner, Shirley K.+4], Presidential Youth Council—estab.

SR67 [Oroho, Steven V.], Zika virus—Cong. fd. efforts to combat

---

***Senate Health, Human Services and Senior Citizens Meeting***

11:00 AM Committee Room 1, 1st Floor, State House Annex, Trenton, NJ

Chair: Sen. Vitale, Joseph F.

Rescheduled from Canceled October 13, 2016 Meeting

S600 [Cunningham, Sandra B./Stack, Brian P.], Birth cert, Jersey City—is-issued by Dec. 31

S1295 [Vitale, Joseph F.], Respiratory Care Practitioner Act—which

S2463 [Vitale, Joseph F./Rice, Ronald L.], Child placement review bds.—concerns

S2497 [Ruiz, M. Teresa], Lead in drinking water—concerns—concerns

---

For Discussion Only:

S2419 [Vitale, Joseph F./Weinberg, Loretta+1], Opioids-concerns continuing education
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ASSEMBLY SESSION Assembly Chambers
Voting Session: Board list to be announced